How to Assemble, Inflate, and Put Away the Bounce House

It is the responsibility of the renter to set-up and take down the bounce house

Assemble:

1. Wheel bounce house over to street side of gym and center it between two middle windows, opposite basket, Park Street Side of building.
2. Carefully roll the bounce house off the cart making sure two long air tubes are pointing towards Park Street.
3. Unroll the bounce house lengthwise, unfold from center to each side.
4. Using the two rings, tether two red sand bags at opposite corners using the clips attached to the sand bags.
5. On the back of the bounce house cinch one strap around one air tube to close it up, cinch other tube over nozzle end of air blower.
6. Plug air compressor into wall and turn on switch. The bounce house will inflate in a few minutes. Leave compressor on during use. Turn off and unplug when finished.
7. Put one mat and place at the door of the bounce house to catch jumpers when they exit.

Putting Away

1. Unplug compressor from wall and untie tubes to allow air to be release from the bounce house. Try to get as much air out of the bounce house as possible (sometimes it helps to have children roll on it).
2. Unclip sand bags and set them aside.
3. Fold one long side into middle of the bounce house. Fold the opposite side in to cover first side, essentially a burrito-like fold.
4. Roll bounce house up from entrance end, as snugly as possible. This will require more than one person as it is very heavy.
5. Push rolled up bounce house onto the cart, followed by the compressor and sand bags.
6. Thoroughly clean mats and furniture and put away.
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